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Goodnight MoonGoodnight Moon
by Margaret Wise Brown
Before going to sleep, a little rabbit says
goodnight to many different things.

Dear ZooDear Zoo
by Rod Campbell
A classic novelty book invites young
children to lift interactive flaps to discover
zoo animals that are looking for just the
right home.

Sonrisas For Baby : a LittleSonrisas For Baby : a Little
Book Of SmilesBook Of Smiles
by Jen Arena
In this story that incorporates Spanish
words, an infant is greeted with a smile by
human and animal friends alike.

Families CanFamilies Can
by Dan Saks
This charmingly heartfelt board book
celebrates the differences that make
each family unique and the similarities
and love that connect us all together.

Toesy ToesToesy Toes
by Sarah Tsiang
Looks at the different types of toes babies
can have, from splishy-splashy toes
getting washed by a hose to cozy-dozy
toes belonging to a napping child.

Bananas For You!Bananas For You!
by Sabrina Moyle
This hilarious board book, which is super
punny, is the perfect way to tell someone
that you're bananas about them!

Hello, farm!Hello, farm!
by Amelia Hepworth
In this black-and-white high-contrast
board book, babies can view a farm and
see a baaing sheep, a clucking chicken, an
oinking pig, and a mooing cow.

Can You Guess? : AnimalsCan You Guess? : Animals
by Eric Carle
A guessing-game board book featuring
the beloved Very Hungry Caterpillar
provides close-up, detailed clues in
Carle's signature art style.

The Feelings BookThe Feelings Book
by Todd Parr
The feelings book inspires children and
adults to embrace the wide range of
moods we all experience

This Pup Is StuckThis Pup Is Stuck
by Bob Shea
When Dig Dug digs too deep while
working on a special school project, his
puppy friends Puddles and Cheddar and
their big trucks must come to his rescue.

Black & Blanco! : EngagingBlack & Blanco! : Engaging
Art in English y Español.Art in English y Español.
by San Antonio Museum of Art
"A bilingual book of shapes in English
and Spanish featuring artwork from the
collections of the San Antonio Museum
of Art"
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Library BabiesLibrary Babies
by Puck
Book-loving toddlers gather at the local
library to enjoy favorite activities, from
story time and puppet shows to getting a
first library card and traveling into other
worlds through reading.

This Little Piggy : aThis Little Piggy : a
Counting BookCounting Book
by Jarvis
A reimagining of the classic nursery
rhyme invites young children to
practice counting up to 10.

Zapata : Colors = ColoresZapata : Colors = Colores
by Patty Rodríguez
Offers an illustrated look at Emiliano Zapata,
intended to introduce readers to basic
colors.

Boop the SnootBoop the Snoot
by Ashlyn Anstee
This funny interactive board book begs to
be poked and prodded as little ones learn
to boop a snoot�as in poke adorable
animal noses.

Flippers, Claws and PawsFlippers, Claws and Paws
by Igloobooks
Follow the tracks of slithering snakes,
terrific tigers, and giant giraffes. With
exciting textures on every page, learn
about animals around the world.

We Are Grateful :We Are Grateful :
OtsaliheligaOtsaliheliga
by Traci Sorell
Follow a full Cherokee year of
celebrations and experiences of
otsaliheliga, or gratitude, for the
blessings and challenges that each
season brings.

Go, Grandpa, Go!Go, Grandpa, Go!
by Lynn Plourde
A celebration of the special bond
shared between grandfathers and
their grandchildren.

We Want Names, Too!We Want Names, Too!
by Jean Leroy
"The toes want names just like the
fingers-- but they can't agree!"

Making Faces : a FirstMaking Faces : a First
Book Of EmotionsBook Of Emotions
by Abrams Appleseed
An interactive book of faces,
complemented by a reflective mirror
that helps babies to recognize and
mimic facial expressions.

Touchy the OctopusTouchy the Octopus
Touches EverythingTouches Everything
by Ame Dyckman
Touchy the Octopus loves to touch the
things he loves, but sometimes, he
touches everything.

Freight Train = : TrenFreight Train = : Tren
de Cargade Carga
by Donald Crews
The train rolls along slowly at first,
slowly enough to count the cars, to
name their colors, and identify
their functions, until it starts to
pick up speed.

Tadpole to Frog.Tadpole to Frog.
by American Museum of Natural
History
Presents an introduction to the life
cycle of a frog.
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